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Why a talk about building
resilient forests?

• It’s not like it used to be
• changing forest conditions
• climate change
• increased demand for ecosystems services
• greater consequences for “no action”

• We know enough to implement “no regrets” 
actions at scale



Site Burn Community Burn Timing Area (ha)
Jacobs Branch Fell and 

burn
Mid-elevation 
pine/hardwood

High intensity 
moderate  severity

September
1990

6 (3)

Wine Spring Stand 
replacement

High elevation 
pine/hardwood

Moderate intensity
low severity

Late April
1995

82

Joyce Kilmer Wildfire High elevation, 
old-growth

Low intensity, 
low severity

November
1999

2400

Hickory Branch Stand 
replacement

Mid elevation 
pine/hardwood

Moderate intensity March
1999

365

Conasauga Understory Low elevation,
Pine/hardwood 

Low to moderate 
intensity

March
2001

15 (4)

Robin Branch
Roach Mill
Alarka Laurel

Understory High elevation;
Mesic, mixed oak

Low intensity, 
low severity

March
2003

10

Uwharrie Understory Piedmont; pine/ 
hardwoods

Moderate intensity March
2003

240

Croatan Understory Coastal Plain; 
longleaf pine

Low to moderate 
intensity

January
2005

160

Ocoee Partial cut 
and burn

Low elevation,
Pine/hardwood 

High intensity 
moderate  severity

March
2006

5 (6)

A Legacy of Fire Studies Provides a Foundation for Synthesis and 
Learning…
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Winespring Creek - 1995

Conasauga - 2001



Herbaceous layer sampling

Ecosystem
Structure and

Function
Approach



NCSU SYMPOSIUM 2003

FLN 2010Oak Conference 2015

1990’s



Fall 2016 Wildfires



Key messages from this talk……
• The structure and function of southeastern forests has 

been changing due to complex factors

• These changes may affect current and future 
vulnerability to climate change and drought

• Future drought and changes in other disturbance 
regimes will alter southeastern forests, perhaps 
creating undesirable outcomes

• Management can enhance resilience to minimize 
undesirable outcomes and maximize desirable 
outcomes 
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“mesophication”the old days the future

fire
harvest

livestock grazing
drought

young forests
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fire
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older forests
drought
warmer

Vose & Elliott 2015 – Eastern Oak Conference, Tuscaloosa, AL
Vose & Elliott 2016 – Fire Ecology 



(Vose and Elliott 2016)

“MESOPHICATION”
Increase in diffuse porous
species    



How did “mesophication” happen?
• Changing disturbance regimes (less fire; less cutting)

• Changing climate (wetter)

• Self perpetuating succession (more shade; higher soil
moisture)



(Vose et al., 2016)

“mesic”

“xeric”
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Water year
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Climate Change Forecast for the 
Southern Appalachians: Warmer & Drier

Precipitation = bars; Temperature = circles



Change in the Maximum Number of Consecutive Dry Days

GCRP 2014, Our Changing Climate

Drought combined with elevated temperatures will substantially impact 
soil water availability and plant water demand!



“Random Droughts”
Hanson and Weltzin (2000)



How do (will?) southern Appalachian 
ecosystems respond to drought and 

warming?
• Decreased growth
• “Pulse” mortality

usually requires secondary factor (e.g., root 
disease, insects)

• Delayed mortality
• Fire 
• Insects and Disease

High level of variability among species!



Differential
growth sensitivity
to dryness 
observed in
long-term data
(Elliott et al. 2015)

-20% growth-40% growth

Growth impacts…depend on xylem anatomy



Hember et al. 2016

MORTALITY



...following 3 years 
of drought, pulse 
mortality in large
size trees of the 
red oak group due
to Armillara
root fungus…

Clinton et al (1993)

Pulse mortality….is rare



(Klos et al. 2009)

Mean annual mortality rates by drought class for the 
(a) pine, (b) oak, and (c) mesophytic species groups. 



Projected wildfire potential

(Liu et al. 2010)

Winter

AutumnSummer

Spring
Projected Keetch-
Byram drought index 
(KBDI), based on 
temperature and 
precipitation changes 
for the end of the 21st

century
Orange-red colors
indicate areas with 
highest fire potential



Changing Fire Seasons

Current and predicted length of fire season within the Southern U.S., based on 
KBDI ratings of moderate and high fire potential  (Liu et al. 2012, 2013)



Working Hypotheses

• With or without management, drought and fire 
tolerant species will re-establish dominance in 
eastern hardwood forests

• Future structure and function will be different 
than “mesophication” structure and function

• Management intervention can move dynamics 
along faster and maintain desirable ecosystem 
services



Climate change, new wildfire
regimes, & passive management

Climate change, new wildfire regimes  
& active management

Current climate &
wildfire regimes

Degraded Stands

Resilient Stands

Mesophytic Stands

Current Condition
Of Mixed Hardwood

Stands

FUTURE PATHWAYS

X



What type of management could 
facilitate a transition to more resilient 

stands?

• Burn whenever possible
• Favor drought tolerant species (oaks?) –

eliminate high water users
• Encourage diversity and complexity
• Enhance regeneration of drought and fire 

tolerant species

Fire and oak = drought management!



drier, warmer,
increased
disturbance
for the
remainder
of the 21st

century?





WINE SPRING?

Wine Spring

Tellico



Take home messages…
• The structure and function of southeastern forests has been 

changing due to complex factors

• These changes may affect current and future vulnerability
to climate change and drought

• Future drought and changes in other disturbance regimes 
will alter southern Appalachian forests, perhaps creating 
undesirable outcomes

• Forests will change with or without management, but 
management can enhance resilience to minimize 
undesirable outcomes and maximize desirable outcomes 
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